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Numerical simulation study on response
characteristics of the different geological models
of mine full-space transit electromagnetism
In this paper, it builds the geological simulations models for
low resistance abnormity, high resistance abnormity, water
flowing fault, water flowing subsided column, water
accumulating gob and non-water accumulating gob
according to the mine full-space transmit electromagnetic
detection theory and by aiming at the several main water
inrush structures of mine. Moreover, it gives numerical
simulation to full-space transit electromagnetic responses of
the several models above by utilizing MATLAB software, and
the analytical research results indicate that the mine transit
electromagnetism can distinguish the low resistance
abnormity more obvious and the high resistance abnormity
slightly inferior, especially that simulation detection curve
of the water accumulating gob is more obvious.
Simultaneously, the induced voltage corresponding to the
low-resistance reaction is represented as high potential,
and that corresponding to the high-resistance reaction is
represented as low potential, and this trend is basically
same as that of the half space.
Keywords: Mine full-space transmit electromagnetism,
response characteristics, geological model, numerical
simulation.
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1. Introduction

long with increment and expansion of the coal mining
depth, strength, speed and scale, coal mine shows
water inrush accidents frequently affects seriously
and restricts safety in production of the coal mine. How to
control damage of water inrush becomes the primary
consideration for safety in production of coal mine, and mine
transmit electromagnetic method can solve the water damage
detection problem effectively. However, there are few relevant
research achievements as to the response characteristics of
the different geological models of underground full-space
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small coils. This paper shall give numerical simulation study
on the full-space response characteristics by utilizing the
geological model for water inrush structure already built and
by aiming at main structures of mine water inrush, e.g. water
flowing fault, water-bearing karst, water-enriched subsided
column and abandoned mine water[1].
2. Mine full-space transient electromagnetic
detection principle
When conducting transient electromagnetic detection in mine
tunnel, the full-space electromagnetic response shall be
obtained, while it is not applicable to the half-space theory
on ground, and the detection principle is as shown in Fig.1.
Before the current is switched off (when t<0), the emission
current shall build a stable magnetic field surrounding the
loop and in the tunnel, as shown in formula (1):
I t  0
I (t )  
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0 t  0
When switching off the emission current at the moment
t = 0, the primary magnetic field generated by emission current
shall disappear immediately, and the acute change of the
primary magnetic field shall motivate induced current in the
surrounding rock of tunnel to maintain the magnetic field
existed before, thus the induced magnetic field as shown in
Fig.2 shall be generated. For ohmic loss of the surrounding
rock of the mine tunnel, the magnetic field generated by
induced current shall show rapid damping, and the magnetic
field damped rapidly shall again induce new eddy current
(secondary magnetic field) with weaker strength in the
surrounding underground medium. Thus, we can give
detection and explanation to the front rock stratum in tunnel
by utilizing this characteristic of the secondary magnetic field
and measuring change of the induced voltage [1-2].

As that widely used in the mine currently is magnetic
coupling-source transient electromagnetic method, the
induced voltage of the secondary magnetic field received by
adopting full-space transient electromagnetic method is as
shown in the formula (2) [4-7]:
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In the formula, when emission loop
area is S, number of turns is N, and
supply current intensity is I, magnetic
coupling distance of emission loop shall
be M = S×N×I; when reception loop area
is s, and number of turns is n, effective
area of the reception loop shall be q =
s×n.  =  0 = 4×10–7 h/m refers to
magnetic conductivity of air, and  refers
to electric conductivity.
3. Simulation on response
characteristics of the different
geological models of full-space
small coils

Fig.1 Mine transient electromagnetic detection

Mine water inrush structures mainly
include water flowing fault, water-bearing
karst, water-enriched subsided column
principle
and abandoned mine water, etc. which
can be simulated by such low resistance
models as nearly erect thin pulse, cylinder and sphere
respectively. In this paper, it uses the several geological
models as shown in Table 1 in researching transient
electromagnetic response characteristics of the full-space
small coils.
Model 1 is low resistance abnormity model. It adopts fullspace model and uses Matlab simulation according to the
full-space transient electromagnetic theory, emission current
I=2A of the overlapping loop is used in the calculation,
number of turns of the emission coil is ten, and that of the
reception coil is twenty, size of the coil is 1.5m, and model
parameters are as shown in Fig.3.

Fig.2 Underground magnetic field distribution of the transient
electromagnetic method

The simulated calculation results are as shown in Fig.4,
and it can be seen from the results that induced voltage shall
increase, resolution capacity shall be stronger and detection
effect shall be more obvious when detecting from high
resistance abnormity to low resistance abnormity.

TABLE 1. MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE GEOLOGICAL MODELS
Model

Parameters

Model 1: Low resistance abnormity model

Half space of the left half part =100•m, the first layer of the right half part
=100•m, h=30m, the second layer =10•m, h=30m, the third layer =100•m

Model 2: High resistance abnormity model

Half space of the left half part =10•m, the first layer of the right half part
=10•m, h=30m, the second layer =100•m, h=30m, the third layer =10•m

Model 3: Water flowing fault

Half space of the left half part =100•m, the first layer of the right half part
=100•m, h=30m, the second layer =10•m, width of the fault fracture zone
h=3m, the third layer =100•m

Model 4: Water flowing subsided column

Half space of the left half part =100•m, the first layer of the right half part
=100•m, h=30m, the second layer =10•m, diameter of the subsided column
10m, the third layer =100•m

Model 5: Water accumulating gob

Half space of the left half part =100•m, the first layer of the right half part
=100•m, h=30m, water accumulation in gob of the second layer =10•m

Model 6: Non-water accumulating gob

Half space of the left half part =100•m, the first layer of the right half part
=100•m, h=30m, non-water accumulating gob of the second layer =10 6•m
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Fig.3 Simulated calculation model of low resistance abnormity

Fig.6 Simulated calculation results of high resistance abnormity

Fig.4 Simulated calculation results of low resistance abnormity

Fig.7 Simulated calculation model of the water flowing fault

Model 2 is high resistance abnormity model. It adopts fullspace model and uses Matlab simulation according to the
full-space transient electromagnetic theory, emission current
I=2A of the overlapping loop is used in the calculation,
number of turns of the emission coil is ten, and that of the
reception coil is twenty, size of the coil is 1.5m, and model
parameters are as shown in the Fig.5.

Fig.5 Simulated calculation model of high resistance abnormity

The simulated calculation results are as shown in Fig.6,
and it can be seen from the results that induced voltage shall
decrease, relative resolution capacity shall be weak and
detection effect shall be not too obvious when detecting from
low resistance abnormity to high resistance abnormity.
Model 3 is water flowing fault model, and it is used in
simulating the full-space transient electromagnetic reaction in
the condition that width of the fault fracture zone is 3m. It
adopts full-space model and uses Matlab simulation according
to the full-space transient electromagnetic theory, emission
current I=2A of the overlapping loop is used in the
calculation, number of turns of the emission coil is ten, and
that of the reception coil is twenty, size of the coil is 1.5m,
and model parameters are as shown in the Fig.7.
The simulated calculation results are as shown in Fig.8,
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Fig.8 Simulated calculation results of the water flowing fault

and it can be seen from the results that induced voltage
reaction of the water flowing fault shows high potential and
the potential tends to normal potential gradually after passing
the fault, which reflects the feasibility of detecting water
flowing of fault with full-space transient electromagnetic
method.
Model 4 is water flowing subsided column model, and
diameter of the water flowing subsided column is 10m. It
adopts full-space model and uses Matlab simulation according
to the full-space transient electromagnetic theory, emission
current I=2A of the overlapping loop is used in the
calculation, number of turns of the emission coil is ten, and
that of the reception coil is twenty, size of the coil is 1.5m,
and model parameters are as shown in Fig.9.
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Fig.9 Simulated calculation model of the water flowing subsided
column

The simulated calculation results are as shown in Fig.10,
and it can be seen from the results that induced voltage
reaction of the water flowing subsided column shows high
potential, which is more obvious than the water flowing fault
reaction, has relation with the diameter of subsided column
and reflects the feasibility of detecting water flowing of
subsided column with full-space transient electromagnetic
method.

Fig.12 Simulated calculation results of the water accumulation in gob

obvious by relatively speaking, which has relation with the
large-area water accumulation in gob and reflects the
feasibility of detecting water accumulation in gob with fullspace transient electromagnetic method.
Model 6 is non-water accumulating model for gob, and it
is used in simulated detection of the non-water accumulation
in the gob after 30m forward the coal layer. It adopts full-space
model and uses Matlab simulation according to the full-space
transient electromagnetic theory, emission current I=2A of the
overlapping loop is used in the calculation, number of turns
of the emission coil is ten, and that of the reception coil is
twenty, size of the coil is 1.5m, and model calculation
parameters are as shown in Fig.13.

Fig.10 Simulated calculation results of the water flowing subsided
column

Model 5 is water accumulating model for gob, and it is
used in simulated detection of the water accumulation in the
gob after 30m forward the coal layer. It adopts full-space
model and uses Matlab simulation according to the full-space
transient electromagnetic theory, emission current I = 2A of
the overlapping loop is used in the calculation, number of
turns of the emission coil is ten, and that of the reception coil
is twenty, size of the coil is 1.5m, and model parameters are as
shown in Fig.11.

Fig.13 Simulated calculation model of the mon-water accumulation in gob

The simulated calculation results are as shown in Fig.14,
and it can be seen from the results that induced voltage
reaction of the non-water accumulation in gob shows low

Fig.11 Simulated calculation model of the water accumulation in gob

The simulated calculation results are as shown in Fig.12,
and it can be seen from the results that induced voltage
reaction of the water accumulation in gob shows high
potential and water accumulating reaction of gob is more
706

Fig.14 Simulated calculation results of the non-water accumulation in gob
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potential and non-water accumulating reaction of gob is more
obvious by relatively speaking, which reflects the feasibility
of detecting non-water accumulation in gob with full-space
transient electromagnetic method.

[3]

[4]

3. Conclusions
It is known from the numerical simulation analysis on the
different geological models of the mine full-space small coil
transient electromagnetism that:
1. The mine transit electromagnetism can distinguish the low
resistance abnormity more obvious and the high resistance
abnormity slightly inferior, so mine transit electromagnetism
is generally used in detecting the underground low
resistance abnormity, and it gives detection by mainly
aiming at water-bearing body of the mine, including water
flowing fault, water flowing subsided column and water
accumulating gob, etc. The simulated detection curve of
water accumulating gob is more obvious, which provides
the technical means for soling the water accumulation in
abandoned mine and gob.
2. Simultaneously, it can be seen that the induced voltage
corresponding to the low-resistance reaction is represented
as high potential, and that corresponding to the highresistance reaction is represented as low potential, and this
law is same as that of the ground half space.
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